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We are grateful to the chair of the Portfolio Committee on Finance for his determination and insistence to hold this discussion on the Money Bill prior to adjournment. We are concerned however, that this discussion could be viewed as "the input" from civil society on the Money Bill. It is our understanding that a process was agreed to by this Committee in November, 1997 to form a task forces to redraft the Money Bill with some representatives from civil society. To our knowledge, no civil society input has occurred.

We wish to state at the outset, that we are appalled at the lack of action on the Money Bill. We recall that about in August, 1997, the Ministry of Finance submitted a draft Money Bill to this Portfolio Committee. It is our understanding that the Committee rejected this draft and it was sent back for rewriting. Then in November, 1997, the Portfolio Committee held a hearing specifically on the Money Bill and requested input from organisations from civil society. Instead, the Ministry of Finance used that opportunity to introduce the Medium Term Expenditure Framework Policy document. At that time the chair asked the Minister whether the Ministry had prepared a revised Money Bill. His response was that the Money Bill was not that urgent, but that the MTEF had to be passed before parliament closed in 1997.

Frankly, we believe that this committee did not takes its responsibilities and duty seriously at that time. In the rush to complete the 'urgent', the 'important' was overlooked. As you know, politics is about 'horse-trading'. If the executive needs certain bills in order to function, so too does parliament. If the Ministry needs the MTEF, then swap it for the Money Bill. The point is, it appears as if there is not an equitable partnership.

The Ministry states that budget reforms are aimed at more transparency and accountability. The Ministry also has stated that they wish to encourage a people-centred and people-driven process. Fair Share has had extensive experience in building community participation into the budgetary processes at the local government level.

As we all know, giving input into budget priorities when the budget is released is an exercise of futility. We also all know that input must occur at the very first stages of the planning process. The model that we use at Fair Share is one of intense capacity building of local communities so they are able to plan together with local government.

We hold two to three local communities workshops on the provincial budgets and key issues that the local communities consider priorities which enables communities to understand the limitations of funds and the need for their own initiatives.

We then hold three-day strategic planning workshops with over 40 community leaders; all of the local heads of departments; all councillors and representatives of the business community. We are very particular that the group has at least half of the participants and half women from the community. The vision, priorities, goals, different roles, and plans are made and owned by all participants. This strategic plan is then integrated into the overall Integrated Development Plan. It is a great model and it works. But the question remains, does it deliver needed services?

This is where the interface between local government and national departmental planning is sorely missing. We have run workshops is over 150 local jurisdictions. The examples of misplaced delivery and lack of community priorities being addressed is shocking.

We have seen numerous community centres recently built being left abandoned. We have seen a number of clinics that have no staff or even access roads to the clinic. We have seen national departmental staff from the Water Ministry come to tell communities that their water project (top priority on their list) has been scrapped. And even more horrifying, three years ago in Upington, the workers on a housing project laid down their tools because they said that what they were building was 'not fit for human occupation'. The 'houses' were 8 metres by 5 metres with tin roofs at 2 meters high. This was in Upington. Local community organisations protested at the time. And only now the Ministry has decided that over 325,000 houses are substandard?

A last example is the town of Tzaneen. After a strategic planning workshop, the town officials integrated the community priorities into their IDP. They submitted their request for funding on time to the provincial and national departments. Several months later, they were told that the Northern Provincial government had 'lost' the R75 million it was to disperse to local authorities and no national funding was available.

There are three points from these examples:

1. there are no mechanisms (or effective mechanisms) for local priorities to be integrated into national departmental plans which ensures outcomes and accountability,
2. departments are not working together to provide integrated service delivery, and
3. local authorities that do involve local communities into their planning processes actually appear to be 'punished' for their efforts, as towns that go bankrupt get bailed out.
4. We also have observed that many departments and local authorities hold 'road shows' to tell the community what they are doing and are proud of their openness to this type of participation. These are often organised for them by highly paid consultants (at the cost of a minimum of R150,000). This form of 'participation' is degrading and reinforces passivity. A further consequence of the lack of an integrated, bottom up planning process is people becoming increasingly alienated from government -- and this occurring just at a most important historical junction in South Africa's history, is discouraging.

Lastly, we commend this Committee on its fine work on the Treasury Bill. It will be a helpful tool in the future though there still remains several areas that will need to be covered in a Money Bill.

Recommendations to the Money Bill
Fair Share would like to make the following recommendations, based on our three year experience in local communities.

1.    An inter-departmental task force be established, similar to the Jobs Summit task force, which brings together those departments whose function requires local input and delivery. These would include: Local Government and Constitutional Affairs, Water & Forestry, Housing, Health, Education, Police, Land, Agriculture, Welfare, Public Works (specifically Public Works Programmes for job creation), Transport, and SALGA to plan integrated deliver to rural and local communities. This task force would have staff to ensure it carries out its functions and therefore would have a budget line item. Their work would include integrated planning and budgeting.

2.    The new Money Bill would mandate departments whose function is to deliver at the base to hold regional hearings annually for evaluation of services and input into future priorities. These hearings must inform intra-department priorities and the priorities of the inter-departmental task force. This process is in line with and would add much value to the new outcomes-based budget planning process.

(We understand that some civil servants would find this process a nuisance, just as we have found some local officials find it wastes time to meet with community people. However, the best community development practice shows that unless communities own local and delivery priorities, projects will not be sustainable and further alienation will occur.)

This community development function would need funds put aside in each department and for the inter-department task force. Either new staff who are trained would need to be hired or present civil servants re-trained for this approach. This approach has been initiated in several countries with success. It also would be one step towards implemented the original 1994 RDP.

We believe that this recommendation is quite do-able. There are a number of institutions that are training community development workers like SADEP, which is re-training provincial social workers to become community development workers. What it really will take is political will and some funding to ensure that government follows through on its commitment to people-centred development.

3.    We further recommend that the Money Bill gives specific powers to each Portfolio Committee at least six months to one year before the process of priority setting of departments. Authority to ratify the budget must be placed in the hands of
Parliament, not the civil servants. A new and equitable relationship must be developed to ensure the rightful and significant role of Parliament. Without some power over the purse string, Parliament remains but a platform for partisan political crossfire.

4.    There is no continued rationale for a secret budget. With the introduction of the MTEF, markets and speculators know roughly what will be presented (except for the fine tuning). Doesn't this suggest that the budget itself could be introduced many months in advance of the end of the financial year so that real changes can be debated in earnest, rather than pro forma?

In the 1998/99 budget, actual expenditures were recorded in the budget and it appears that the auditor general's report was in some way integrated into the actual accounting figures in the forward budget. We recommend that key summary points of the Auditor General's Report be part of the Budget Review and the Estimate of Expenditure publications. This will increase accountability and make information much more accessible to the public.

Thank you for this opportunity to give some suggestions on this issue. We could add more, but time does not permit.
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